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Robert Faurisson visited the
US Holocaust Memorial Museum

22 October 1994

Communiqué from Professor Faurisson

On 30 August 1994, I visited, in his Washington office of the Holocaust Memorial Museum, Michael Berenbaum who told me, in the
presence of my two witnesses, that "Pressac was forbidden to publish his own figures" of the Auschwitz deaths in the English version of
his book. In fact, the English version of Pressac's book is a reduced, changed, rewritten rehash of the original French text. It was written
under the control of Robert-Jan van Pelt ! It has become a simple chapter of Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death Camp by Yisrael Gutman
and Michael Berenbaum as editors and not less than 23 other contributors (Indiana University Press, July 1994, xvi-638 p.) Michael
Berenbaum told us that the correct figure for the Auschwitz deaths was the one given by Frantiszek Piper, viz. 1,100,000 !

I asked him why I had not found in his Museum an answer to my challenge : "Show me or draw me a Nazi gas chamber!" Finally he said
that "the decision has been made not to give any physical representation of the Nazi gas chambers". For me, it is like the Pope deciding
that there would not be anymore physical representation of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ : no more Cross in the Vatican.

Berenbaum did not even try to defend his model of Krematorium ii in Birkenau with an SS pouring Zyklon B in vents on the roof and in
perforated pillars. I told him it was a preposterous model since today the visitor to Birkenau needs only his eyes to see that there were no
such vents or regular holes in the roof and that, if one manages to get underneath the partly crumbled roof, one can see that the pillars are
made of solid concrete. "No holes, no Holocaust !"

On the scientific plan, it is a total failure for the Nazi gas chambers theory. Jews who are aware of that tend to abandon those gas
chambers. They like to say, "Gas chambers or not, what's the importance ?" This is nonsense since, if one does not have the specific
weapon any more, one cannot maintain that there was a specific crime the genocide. They will keep on saying that there was a
'Holocaust', which is vague and is a matter of religious belief. The same way the Jews ended up claiming that the Jewish soap story or
the figure of 4 million deaths in Auschwitz were Nazi, Polish or Communist lies, the same way will they say that the Nazi gas chambers
were a Nazi, Polish or Communist lie.
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This text has been displayed on the Net, and forwarded to you as a tool for educational purpose, further research, on a non commercial and fair use
basis, by the International Secretariat of the Association des Anciens Amateurs de Recits de Guerres et d'Holocaustes (AAARGH). The E-mail of the
Secretariat is <[email protected]. Mail can be sent at PO Box 81475, Chicago, IL 60681-0475, USA..
We see the act of displaying a written document on Internet as the equivalent to displaying it on the shelves of a public library. It costs us a modicum of
labor and money. The only benefit accrues to the reader who, we surmise, thinks by himself. A reader looks for a document on the Web at his or her own
risks. As for the author, there is no reason to suppose that he or she shares any responsibilty for other writings displayed on this Site. Because laws
enforcing a specific censorship on some historical question apply in various countries (Germany, France, Israel, Switzerland, Canada, and others) we do
not ask their permission from authors living in thoses places: they wouldn't have the freedom to consent.
We believe we are protected by the Human Rights Charter:

ARTICLE 19. <Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.>The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by the
United Nations General Assembly on December 10, 1948, in Paris.
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